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The design, construction, and performance of a surface-referenced nanoindentation instrument,
termed a precision nanoindentation platform (PNP), are presented. The PNP is a symmetrically de-
signed instrument with a centrally located indenter tip attached to a force cell for measuring the forces
between the tip and a specimen. Penetration of the indenter tip into the specimen surface is measured
using two proximity sensors placed symmetrically about the indenter. Each proximity sensor is at-
tached to a piezoelectric actuator that is servo controlled to maintain the sensor and the reference
frame to which it is attached at a constant height relative to the specimen surface. As the indenter
tip penetrates the specimen surface, the movement of the tip relative to the two surface reference
frames is measured using capacitance gauges and the average of these displacements is used as a
measure of penetration depth. The current indenter is capable of applying indentation forces of up
to 150 mN with a noise floor below 2 μN rms for a sampling rate of 1 kHz, and measuring dis-
placement with 0.4 nm rms noise for the same sampling rate. The proximity sensors are capable of
maintaining surface height variations of less than 1.0 nm with penetration depths of up to 10 μm.
Long-term stability tests indicate a total uncertainty in indentation depth less than 10 nm for periods
as long as 12 h. To demonstrate instrument accuracy, repeated indention cycles were performed on
a fused silica specimen using incrementally increasing indention force. From this test, an average
value of 72 GPa ± 1.5 GPa for the Young’s modulus was obtained from the elastic unloading curves
for 10 measurements ranging in maximum force from 5 mN to 50 mN. To demonstrate longer-term
instrument stability, a poly(methyl methacrylate) specimen was subjected to a fixed 5 mN indenta-
tion force for 4 h; two distinct creep-like mechanisms were observed. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811195]

I. INTRODUCTION

As the sizes of indentations in nanohardness testing re-
duce to nanometer scales, for most practical measurements it
becomes necessary to measure the indenter penetration into
the surface rather than the impression area commonly used
for large indentations.1 A continuous record of the force and
indenter penetration distance can also provide data to extract
further information about the elastic and geometric properties
of the indentation. During early nanoindentation tests it was
realized that, because force and measurement loops typically
followed the same path around the instrument, compliances
in coincident loop components represented a major source of
uncertainty.2, 3 To address this issue, a number of researchers
have explored indenter designs that measure penetration of
the indenter tip into the surface by directly measuring dis-
placement of the indenter housing relative to, or from, a target
immediately adjacent to, the specimen surface. Some of these
designs are discussed below.

To obtain indentation depth information on metal sur-
faces at known penetration depths Howes et al.4 in 1987
deposited an electrode coating onto a diamond indenter tip.
By subsequently indenting into a steel surface at a load of
9.8 N, the coating was removed to a fixed distance from the

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
douglas.smith@nist.gov

tip apex. With such a tip it was possible to make indentations
until an electrical contact was established. While, in princi-
pal, this should enable indentations of fixed depth, issues such
as electrode wear, metal pile-up during indentation, and coat-
ing uniformity resulted in considerable measurement uncer-
tainty. This same group explored another method to use the
tip itself as a surface area transducer by measuring the con-
tact resistance of either a silicon carbide5 or a semiconductor
diamond indenter.6 While reproducible measurements were
demonstrated, there was considerable variability in hardness
measurements when used at arbitrary loads and this approach
does not appear to have been pursued further.

The first indenter that recorded indentation depths refer-
enced to the surface was demonstrated by Daniel et al.,7 in
1994. This was a relatively simple design that used a capaci-
tance based cantilever stylus gauge that was placed immedi-
ately beside the indenter tip to measure displacement of the
specimen surface relative to the common stylus and the in-
denter mount. To translate the indenter toward the specimen
surface, the complete indenter head was attached to an inch-
worm translation stage housed within an electron microscope.
While indentation depths of fractions of a micrometer were
demonstrated, this instrument was used primarily for push-in
testing of metallic fiber matrix composites with loads of up
to 6 N and indenter tip radii ranging from 1 μm to 10 μm.
Issues raised by this design were the Abbé offset be-
tween the indenter and the displacement gauge, the force
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produced by the displacement sensor that might produce sur-
face deformation, and the fact that the load cell was in the
measurement loop. As a consequence of this last feature any
load cell deformations (thought to be insignificant) would
manifest as indenter penetration into the surface. A year later,
Woirgard and Dargenton8 presented an inverted design that
measured indentation depths directly from the surface of the
specimen support using an array of four coplanar capaci-
tance electrodes sensing a common target. These four sen-
sors could be used to determine rotation of the load cell or
indenter frame; in principle, these parasitic rotations could be
corrected. Force was generated by applying a high voltage to
these same electrodes; these forces would transfer to the in-
denter and its silica support flexure. This symmetric design
was capable of producing sub-nanometer indentation depth
information with applied loads ranging from 0.1 μN to 100
mN. A detailed assessment of instrument uncertainties was
not provided.

In 1997, Shimamoto and Tanaka9 presented a nanoinden-
ter design containing many of the features of that presented in
Daniel et al. However, in this design, the load cell was incor-
porated into the specimen support stage and feedback for the
indenter displacement measurement was obtained from a tar-
get surface immediately adjacent to the specimen. At about
this time, Coley10 designed a monolithic version of the inden-
ter of Daniel et al. in which the load cell and displacement
sensor support, and adjustment mechanism, were machined
from a monolithic invar flexure. To measure penetration of
the adjacent indenter, a blunt stylus on a cantilever beam with
beam deflection measured by a capacitance sensor was used.
With the stylus directly in contact with the specimen sur-
face, this instrument was able to resolve forces and displace-
ments with nanometer and micronewton resolution, respec-
tively. This design retained issues associated with the design
of Daniel et al. in which there was a varying contact load at
the stylus contact during measurement and an Abbé offset be-
tween the displacement measurement and indenter contact, a
feature shared by the design of Shimamoto and Tanaka.

To address the issue of the varying contact load, a vari-
ant on the design of Coley in which the surface probe was
mounted into a piezoelectrically actuated translation stage
with capacitance based sensing used to measure the vertical
displacement of the stylus was introduced by Ellis and co-
workers.11, 12 In this design, a piezoresistive atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM) cantilever was used to monitor contact of the
cantilever tip (or stylus) with the specimen surface. During
an indentation, this tip was first contacted with the specimen
surface and subsequently servo controlled to maintain con-
stant deformation of the cantilever beam and, by implication,
constant force between the AFM stylus and specimen surface
during indentation. With this design, the AFM mount is ef-
fectively maintained at a constant height above the specimen
during indentation. A capacitance displacement sensor is used
to measure displacement of the indenter relative to the spec-
imen surface. Effectively, this transfers displacement sensing
to the capacitance gauge of the instrument, with the AFM
probe providing only a null signal for the servo control. This
modular unit comprising surface reference AFM and indenter
displacement sensing was then housed in a flexure connected

to the indentation translation stage. A second capacitance sen-
sor was then used, via calibration of the flexure stiffness, to
independently measure indenter load. Calibration of the sur-
face probes for displacement sensitivity can be achieved using
the indenter itself, while reasonable estimates for AFM or sty-
lus cantilever compliance can be obtained either from manu-
facturer’s specifications, beam bending theory or via thermal
noise measurement.13–15 Controller errors during an indenta-
tion provide a measure of the force and displacement uncer-
tainties. A similar design was presented in the patent of Woir-
gard et al.16 and by Nohava et al.17

In this paper, we present the design and preliminary char-
acterization of a new nanoindentation instrument that has
been built at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST), in collaboration with the Center for Preci-
sion Metrology at the University of North Carolina, Charlotte.
This instrument, referred to as a precision nanoindentation
platform (PNP), is intended to serve as a metrological instru-
mented indenter for purposes such as certifying NIST stan-
dard reference materials and generating standard reference
data for users of commercial nanoindentation instruments, as
well as providing indentation force and displacement data that
are directly traceable to the International System of Units (SI),
in support of a broad range of materials research.

II. INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND OPERATING
PRINCIPLES

The NIST PNP is shown in Figure 1(a). It consists of
a base plate that supports X-, Y-, and Z-axis (Z is vertical)
coarse translation stages for positioning an indentation speci-
men under the indenter tip, a gantry that supports an indenta-
tion load head, and an optical microscope with video camera
for examination of specimen surfaces and selection of inden-
tation locations. The PNP is housed in a vacuum chamber, and
is capable of operating in laboratory air at ambient room pres-
sure, under inert gas over a range of pressures, or under vac-
uum conditions with pressure as low as 10−2 Pa (≈10−4 Torr).
A close-up of the load head is shown in Figure 1(b).

Key components of the PNP load head are shown in Fig-
ure 2. The outer frame, the D-frame, the center column, the
surface tracking reference frame, and all connecting flexures
have been machined from a single block of aluminum. Key
items to note in Figure 2 are that (a) an indentation is per-
formed by moving the D-frame downward with a preloaded
piezoelectric actuator mounted between the outer frame and
the D-frame, (b) force is determined through deflection of
the flexures that connect the D-frame to the center column,
and (c) displacement is measured using capacitance gauges
that measure the relative motion between the center column
and the surface tracking reference frames. The indenter tip is
mounted to the center column via a pre-loaded clamp, through
an opening in the base of the D-frame.

Two tuning forks, equally spaced ≈5 mm on either side
of the indenter tip, interact with the specimen surface before
the indenter tip makes contact. At large separations, as the
tips of the tuning fork tines approach the specimen surface,
the weak attractive surface interaction decreases the resonant
frequency of the tuning forks (which is nominally 32 kHz in
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FIG. 1. (a) The interior of the PNP vacuum chamber, showing the X, Y, and
Z coarse specimen positioning stages as well as the gantry and load head.
(b) A close-up of the PNP load head, showing some of the electronics as-
sociated with the capacitance gauges, tuning fork sensors, and piezoelectric
actuators.

FIG. 2. A computer-assisted design rendering of the PNP load head, show-
ing the critical components. Details of PNP operation are presented in the
discussion related to Figure 3.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the operation of the PNP load head in
surface tracking mode. On the left, the tuning fork has sensed the surface
through a shift in its resonant frequency, and the indenter tip is positioned
just above the specimen (1). On the right, the D-frame in the load head has
advanced downward, the indenter tip has been pressed into the specimen, and
the springs (2) supporting the indenter tip have deflected, allowing measure-
ment of the applied force via the capacitance transducer (3). As the D-frame
advanced, however, feedback to the piezoelectric actuator (4) held the dis-
placement frame (5) fixed with respect to the specimen surface. Therefore,
the capacitance gauges (6) make a direct measurement of the motion of the
indenter tip with respect to the specimen surface that is not influenced by
the compliance of the gantry, the X, Y, and Z axis translation stages, or any
aspects of the specimen mounting scheme.

air). This shift in frequency, typically 0.2 Hz to 0.5 Hz for
all specimens studied, is used in a feedback control system to
maintain the position of each tuning fork relative to the sam-
ple surface directly beneath it. Each tuning fork locks to the
surface independently, inherently adjusting for any tilting of
the specimen. The indentation process is illustrated in detail in
Figure 3, which shows only one-half of the symmetric mech-
anism. On the left, the tuning fork has sensed the surface,
and is tracking its position, but the indenter tip has not yet
reached the specimen surface. On the right, the D-frame has
moved lower, through the extension of its piezoelectric actua-
tor, and the indenter tip has penetrated the specimen surface. It
is apparent from this diagram that the surface reference frame
(5) has not moved relative to the specimen surface; feedback
from the tuning fork circuit has caused its piezoelectric ac-
tuator (4) to extend so as to maintain a constant tuning fork
resonant frequency, and hence a constant interaction distance
and force between the tuning fork and the specimen surface.
The force applied to the specimen by the indenter tip is de-
termined by the deflection of the parallel springs (2) via the
change in capacitance of gauge (3). The displacement of the
indenter tip relative to the surface reference tracking frame
is determined by the change in capacitance of the differen-
tial gauge (6). This displacement is identical to the penetra-
tion depth of the tip into the specimen (neglecting only the
very small effects of the compliance between the indenter tip
and center column). In actual operation, the two tuning forks
and their respective reference frames track the surface inde-
pendently and the displacement of the indenter tip, which is
located collinearly with the tuning forks at the center point,
is calculated from the average of the left and right displace-
ments of the differential gauges. The capacitance gauges are
of our own design and construction, and are guarded-plate
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FIG. 4. Details of the tuning fork mounting and adjustment mechanism.
(a) A close-up of a typical tuning fork. The cylindrical protective can has
been cut and approximately two-thirds of it removed. (b) The pivot mech-
anism used to adjust the height of each tuning fork relative to the height
of the indenter tip. Screws pressing against stiff and compliant regions of
the adjuster provide both coarse and fine adjustment of tuning fork angle.
(c) A photograph showing the indenter tip and tuning forks just above a spec-
imen of single-crystal silicon. Circles are shown to indicate similar regions
in (b) and (c).

assemblies; the surfaces that form the capacitance gaps are
diamond-turned. Details of their fabrication are presented in
Ref. 18.

For the surface reference frame to track the surface prop-
erly, the relative heights of the two tuning forks and the in-
denter tip must be adjusted carefully, such that the initial in-
teraction of the tuning forks with the surface occurs when
the indenter tip is only a few micrometers above the sur-
face. To achieve this, a sensitive adjusting mechanism was de-
signed that enables precise vertical adjustment of the tuning
fork relative to its reference frame. This mechanism, which
incorporates coarse and fine adjusting screws, is shown in
Figure 4, with close-up photograph of a tuning fork
(Figure 4(a)), a solid model cross section of the adjustment
mechanism (Figure 4(b)), and a photograph of the tuning
forks and indenter tip positioned just above a single-crystal
silicon specimen (Figure 4(c)). In Figure 4(a), it can be seen
that the protective can that normally isolates the tuning fork
from ambient air has been cut away such that approximately
only the lower one-third of the cylindrical housing (which
supports the base of the tuning fork) remains. This remain-
ing section of can around the base facilitates the mounting of
the tuning fork assembly in the adjustment mechanism shown
in Figure 4(b).

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the various
electronic systems that control PNP operation. A variety of

FIG. 5. A block diagram of the PNP control system. The feedback control
system for tuning-fork surface tracking operation, consisting of a signal gen-
erator, the tuning fork sensors, tracking piezoelectric (PZT) actuators, and
part of the real-time controller, is highlighted in red (with shading).

hardware interfaces are used to communicate between a host
computer, a real-time controller, and the other system com-
ponents. System components obtained from commercial sup-
pliers contain embedded computers that are programmed over
their respective busses and are indicated by the column of five
blocks in the upper right of the figure. All other systems com-
ponents are controlled using data acquisition systems housed
in a PXI chassis. A critical part of the instrument is high-
lighted in red, with red background shading; this is the con-
trol loop that tracks each tuning fork response and moves the
surface reference tracking frame relative to the D-frame to
maintain a constant response on each tuning fork, and hence a
constant distance between each tuning fork and the specimen
surface. This control loop is implemented in a real-time Lab-
VIEW program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and has
an effective bandwidth of ∼100 Hz, which is currently limited
by the general purpose interface bus (GPIB) interface between
the real-time controller and the signal generators. This system
will soon be upgraded to the one that uses field-programmable
gate array techniques to drive and detect tuning fork response;
this will increase the speed of the control loop to a bandwidth
that will be limited only by the mechanical response of the
tuning fork itself.19

Measurements of capacitance and tuning fork frequency
response are obtained by demodulation of amplified signals
from AC bridge circuits. While the capacitance gauges pro-
vide a predominantly reactive load on a bridge arm, the com-
bined inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the tuning
forks makes bridge balancing more of a challenge. In this
case, the bridge circuit for the tuning forks is driven by two
synchronized sources from commercial function generators
with amplitudes and phases being individually selected. Im-
plementation of this method requires communication over a
GPIB and forms the limitation on controller bandwidth men-
tioned above. Details of this technique will be prepared for a
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future publication. All piezoelectric actuators are controlled
using digital to analog converters for generating a control
voltage for high voltage amplifiers.

III. INSTRUMENT ENVIRONMENT

Several aspects of the PNP design, particularly the
surface-referenced displacement measurement, are intended
to reduce the susceptibility of the instrument to environmen-
tal effects such as thermal gradients. Nevertheless, it is desir-
able to provide the best possible laboratory environment for
the instrument.

The PNP laboratory is located on the ground floor of a
NIST laboratory building, in a room where temperature is
controlled to ±0.5 ◦C. The chamber sits on a heavy cast-iron
optical table with three layers of vibration isolation between
the table and the laboratory floor: one set of pneumatic isola-
tors and two sets of elastomer isolators. Inside the chamber,
the indenter assembly (base plate, gantry, translation stages,
and load head) rests on a commercial passive vibration iso-
lation table. The relative vibration amplitudes measured at
the PNP load head (using the capacitance gauge that nor-
mally measures force) before and after these vibration iso-
lation measures were taken are shown in Figure 6(a). The
remaining peaks observed are primarily due to building air
handling system (10 Hz) and resonances in the load head
(150 Hz to 170 Hz).

Figure 6(b) demonstrates the benefit of the sealed cham-
ber for controlling the temperature of the PNP. While the lab-
oratory temperature fluctuated over nearly 1.0 ◦C on a time
scale of tens of minutes due to cycling of the room’s air
cooling system, the temperature inside the chamber showed a
maximum excursion of 0.02 ◦C, with a much lower rms vari-
ation. In this case the chamber was sealed, but contained air
at ambient atmospheric pressure.

IV. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE

In this section, we describe calibration procedures and
present experimental results that document several aspects of
PNP performance, including the noise floors in the force and
displacement data, the degree of thermal drift observed, and
the effect of sample mounting compliance. In addition, we
use the PNP to measure (a) the Young’s modulus of fused
silica, a material commonly used in the nanoindentation com-
munity as a reference material and (b) indentation creep of
poly(methyl methacrylate) on time scales significantly longer
than those normally accessible by conventional instrumented
indenters.

A. Calibration, noise, and thermal drift

In day-to-day operation, both force and displacement are
measured using the custom capacitance gauges and associ-
ated electronics described above. This means that calibration
paths must be established that tie the output voltage of each
capacitance gauge to the desired output data.

In the case of displacement, this was accomplished by
mounting a laser-based, optical-fiber interferometer system of

FIG. 6. Vibration and noise environment of the PNP. (a) Vibration spectra
recorded by the PNP load head in the sealed chamber before and after the
implementation of several vibration isolation measures. (b) Typical temper-
ature variations observed inside and outside the sealed PNP chamber. The
laboratory temperature is controlled to ∼±0.5 ◦C. The rms variation in tem-
perature inside the chamber is less than 0.005 ◦C, with a maximum excursion
less than 0.02 ◦C, over the same time period.

our own design in parallel with the capacitance gap to be cal-
ibrated. This interferometer system is described in detail in
Ref. 20, but the basic technique involves the mounting of the
cleaved end of an optical fiber opposite a reflecting surface
(in our case a small piece of gold-coated silicon wafer) to cre-
ate a Fabry-Pérot cavity approximately 100 μm to 200 μm
long. The two optical fibers used to calibrate the capacitance
gauges between the surface reference tracking frame and the
D-frame can just barely be seen in Figure 1(a), taped to the
outer frame of the load head. The precision and accuracy of
the interferometer system far exceed the performance of the
PNP capacitance gauges; the noise floor of the interferometer
system is 2 pm rms and system accuracy is determined by the
long-term accuracy and stability of the laser source, which is
1 pm on a nominal wavelength 1550 nm. Therefore, both the
precision and accuracy of PNP displacement measurement is
limited by the noise floor at the capacitance gauge output. The
measured noise floor was 13 pm/

√
Hz rms when the indenter
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tip was not in contact with a specimen. This value was de-
termined from an unfiltered, 10 000 sample, time sequence
of capacitance gauge output voltage data taken with a 1 kHz
sampling rate. When the Berkovich indenter tip was in contact
with a silicon specimen, in servo-controlled surface tracking
mode for a force of 5 mN, the noise level actually increased
slightly, to 16 pm/

√
Hz rms, presumably as a result of a small

amount of noise introduced by the feedback circuitry.
To calibrate the lower end of the PNP force range, a pas-

sive force cell was employed that had been calibrated using
NIST-traceable artifact masses. This force cell is designed
specifically to mount in nanoindentation systems, in place of
a specimen, such that the indenter tip presses directly on the
force platen. It is capable of measuring a maximum force of
10 mN. Design and calibration of this force cell is described
in Refs. 21 and 22 For forces in the range 20 μN to 10 mN, it
has been shown to be accurate to within ± 0.2% for any ap-
plied force in that range, and to have a rms noise floor below
10 nN for calibration measurements of 1 s or longer. To cali-
brate forces greater than 10 mN, traceably calibrated masses
were placed directly on the center column of the PNP load
head. The values of these masses were known to much better
than 0.01%. The noise floor for the force data reported by the
PNP force transducer, determined using the same times series
methodology as was used for displacement, was found to be
0.06 μN/

√
Hz rms with the indenter tip away from the spec-

imen surface and 0.12 μN/
√

Hz rms under servo-controlled
surface tracking conditions. Therefore, at very low forces, as
with the calibration of PNP displacement data, the precision
and accuracy of the PNP force data are limited by the PNP
noise floor. Through an intermediate range of forces up to the
10 mN limit of the calibration force cell, accuracy is limited
by the calibration cell. And finally, above 10 mN, force accu-
racy is well below 0.01%. This level of accuracy is valid all
the way up to the maximum PNP force of 150 mN, because
the noise floor of a few micronewtons holds all the way up to
maximum force; there are no changes in gain or other electric
adjustments required to span the full force range.

Because of the surface referencing design of the PNP,
we expect it to be relatively immune to thermal drift errors,
but long-term thermal drift effects were nevertheless char-
acterized. Figure 7 shows the change in indentation depth
observed with a diamond Berkovich indenter tip in contact
with a single-crystal silicon specimen under a fixed 30 mN
force. In such an experiment, silicon is not expected to show
any creep behavior, so we expected indentation depth to re-
main constant if surface tracking was working properly. We
observed that the indentation depth changed by only a few
nanometers over a 12 h period, demonstrating a level of sta-
bility not achievable with instrumented indenters that do not
employ surface referencing.

B. Effect of substrate compliance on
force-displacement data

Instrumented indenters that measure displacement of the
indenter tip relative to the load head rather than the specimen
surface are susceptible to errors introduced by variation in the
compliance of the specimen mount. The PNP, on the other

FIG. 7. The observed change in the position of a Berkovich indenter tip rela-
tive to the specimen surface while a constant indentation force of 30 mN was
held for 12 h.

hand, should be immune to such errors, even if the specimen
mount is very compliant. To test this hypothesis, we indented
the same fused silica specimen mounted in three very different
ways. First, we mounted the specimen onto a solid aluminum
cylinder using a thin layer of cyanoacrylate adhesive, a com-
monly used method in the nanoindentation community, and
clamped the cylinder solidly to the Z translation stage identi-
fied in Figure 1(a). For the second test, we replaced the thin
layer of glue with a 3 mm thick sheet of rubber gasket ma-
terial, as shown in Figure 8(a). No adhesive was used—the
gasket was simply placed on the aluminum cylinder and the
fused silica was placed on the rubber gasket. Finally, as an ex-
treme test, we replaced the rubber gasket with a 12 mm thick
piece of very porous, open-cell polystyrene foam. The stiff-
ness’s of these three mounting configurations were measured
directly by pressing on the silica surface with a flat-punch in-
denter tip having a radius of 10 μm. The dramatic differences
in stiffness are shown in Figure 8(b).

After characterizing the stiffness of each mounting con-
figuration, we then performed conventional Berkovich inden-
tations on the fused silica for each configuration, using a 5 mN
maximum force in each case, and compared the results.
Figure 9(a) shows a comparison of the force-displacement
data for the stiff glue mount and the rubber gasket. Blue solid
lines are the glued mounting, dashed red lines are the rub-
ber gasket mounting. Two different types of displacement are
plotted versus force. The two curves that show the greatest
displacement are the displacement of the D-frame for each
test, relative to the outer frame of the load head. The two
small-displacement curves are the indentation depth as mea-
sured with surface tracking. Although the stiffnesses of the
two mounting configurations vary by a factor of almost 100,
the reproducible force-depth data for the actual indentation
demonstrates that the surface tracking is capable of negating
the effects of significant compliance in the full frame of the
instrument.

Figure 9(b) shows comparable results for the foam mount
during which the indentation depth is less than 4% of the in-
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FIG. 8. (a) Photograph showing the fused silica specimen, 12 mm × 12 mm
× 3 mm thick resting on 3 mm thick rubber gasket material. (b) The stiff-
ness of three different mounts for the silica specimen, as measured with a
circular flat punch 10 μm in diameter: silica glued to an Al cylinder with
cyanoacrylate adhesive (red solid line), 546 mN/μm; silica resting on 3 mm
thick rubber gasket (green dashed line), 7.4 mN/μm; and silica resting on
12 mm thick polystyrene foam (blue dotted line), 0.75 mN/μm.

denter motion. In this case, although surface tracking dramat-
ically improves the displacement data, a careful examination
of the indentation “depth” data with surface tracking shows
that it does not superimpose well with the depth data from the
stiffer mounts; it reaches a maximum depth of 300 nm, while
the correct indentation depth is just under 200 nm. This er-
ror is most likely to be related to a significant tilting of the
specimen outside of tuning fork measurement plane, particu-
larly if the two tuning forks are not perfectly collinear with
the tip exactly halfway between them. This mounting is ex-
treme, however, and unlike anything that would normally be
encountered.

C. Indentation of fused silica

The performance of the PNP was further characterized
by making a series of indentations on the fused silica spec-

FIG. 9. (a) Force-displacement data from 5 mN Berkovich indentations on
the silica specimen shown in Figure 8. Blue solid lines are for silica glued
to an Al mount; red dashed lines are for silica resting on the rubber gas-
ket. Although movement of the D-frame is significantly different for the two
mounting methods, the indentation depth measured relative to the tuning-
fork surface reference frame is correct even for the much more compliant
rubber mount. (b) Force-displacement data for the silica specimen resting on
polystyrene foam. Again, both D-frame motion and surface-referenced in-
dentation depth are shown.

imen described above, using the stiffest mounting method—
gluing the silica specimen directly on the Al cylinder. Here,
we performed a series of Berkovich indentations at the same
location using maximum forces that increased by 5 mN on
each subsequent loading. The force-depth data are shown in
Figure 10(a). Unlike standard “partial unloading” tests, in this
experiment the indenter tip was completely withdrawn from
the surface before reloading (hence the negative “indenta-
tion depth” shown), to test the reproducibility of the surface
tracking.

The force-depth data were then analyzed to determine
an experimental value of Young’s modulus for the fused sil-
ica using a standard Oliver and Pharr power-law analysis23

of each of the ten unloading curves. The first 75% of each
unloading curve was used for the power-law fit, and a Pois-
son’s ratio of 0.17 was assumed for the fused silica. The re-
sults, as a function of the calculated indenter contact depth
for each maximum force, are plotted in Figure 10(b). The
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FIG. 10. (a) Force vs. indentation depth for Berkovich indentation of fused
silica, measured with the PNP. Peak forces from 5 mN to 50 mN, in 5 mN
steps, were applied sequentially, with the indenter tip fully retracted above
the specimen surface prior to each reloading. (b) Young’s modulus calcu-
lated from power-law fits to the individual unloading slopes in (a), assuming
a Poisson’s ratio of 0.17 for silica. The values represented by black trian-
gles are calculated assuming a perfectly sharp Berkovich geometry; the red
squares assume a rounding of the Berkovich tip with a radius of curvature of
≈50 nm. The dashed line is the literature value of 72 GPa. Error bars repre-
sent one standard deviation in the uncertainty of the unloading fits.

black triangles represent the modulus assuming that the di-
amond Berkovich indenter tip was a perfectly sharp pyramid,
and show an increasing value of modulus at the shallowest in-
dentation depths. Actual Berkovich tips invariably have some
rounding of the tip as a result of the polishing processes used
in tip fabrication. The assumption that the tip is perfectly
sharp results in an underestimation of the contact area be-
tween tip and specimen for shallow indentation depths, and a
resulting overestimation of the modulus, as observed. The ad-
dition of a small correction term23 to account for tip rounding
brings the results, now plotted with red squares, into better
agreement with the literature value of 72 GPa (dashed line)
across the full range of indentation contact depth. The error
bars are determined by the uncertainty in the values of the
power-law fit parameters determined from the unloading data.

D. Measuring indentation creep with the PNP

Nanoindentation can be used to measure the time-
dependent behavior of small volumes of material, by mak-

ing an indentation and then either (a) holding a fixed force
while measuring the indenter tip creep deeper into the speci-
men or (b) holding a fixed indentation depth while measuring
the force relaxation. However, instruments that do not incor-
porate surface tracking typically cannot measure creep reli-
ably for time scales longer than a minute or two, because they
typically have thermal drift rates of the order of 0.1 nm/s or
greater that quickly introduce unacceptable error into the in-
dentation depth data.24 We have used the PNP’s surface track-
ing capability to evaluate its ability to perform indentation
creep experiments over a longer time scale. The very small
amount of thermal drift we observe in the PNP, as presented
above in Figure 7, demonstrates that our indentation depth
data are reliable over long periods of time. In this current
design, the tuning fork surface sensing imposes a nominally
constant force on the specimen. Therefore, the surface refer-
ence frame will also experience creep behavior, the magnitude
of which will depend on the stress introduced by the interac-
tion of the tuning fork with the surface. In practice, the stress
field produced by the proximity probe is difficult to quantify.
However, we have been able to set an upper limit on the mag-
nitude of the interaction force using the same low-force cal-
ibration cell described above in the calibration section. We
mounted this cell under a tuning fork and closed the servo
control loop between the tuning fork and the platen of the cal-
ibration force cell in the same way that we lock to specimen
surfaces. Under this condition, no detectable force, either at-
tractive or repulsive, is reported by the force cell. As discussed
above, this cell has a noise floor of 10 nN, and applied forces
only two to three times higher will produce a noticeable shift
in its baseline output. We, therefore, conclude that the interac-
tion force between the tuning fork and a sample surface under
normal surface tracking control is no greater than 20 nN to
30 nN, and we believe that even with PMMA this interaction
is not likely to produce significant specimen creep (relative to
the displacements being measured at the indentation site) at
the tuning fork locations. However, a more detailed study of
this interaction is planned.

Figure 11 shows the indentation creep behavior of
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) measured with the PNP
using a Berkovich indenter. The bulk specimen measured
20 mm × 20 mm × 5 mm thick. In Figure 11(a), we show
the indentation depth as a function of time for an indentation
force that begins at zero at time t = 0 and reaches a maximum
force of 5 mN at t = 9.5 s. From that point on, the force is
held at 5 mN. In Figures 11(b) and 11(c), the abscissa ori-
gin has been shifted such that t = 0 now represents the time
at which the force first reached 5 mN, and the ordinate now
shows the change in indentation depth after that force was
reached. For short times (Figure 11(b)), the creep behavior
is very well characterized by a simple, empirical logarithmic
function �D(t) = Aln(Bt + 1), where �D is the change in
depth and A and B are fit parameters, suggesting that a sin-
gle creep mechanism is at work. However, for times beyond
about 20 min (Figure 11(c)), the observed creep rate changes
significantly from that predicted by the original fit. Beyond
50 min, the data can again be fit with the same form of log-
arithmic function, with very different fit parameters, imply-
ing a change in the creep mechanism. Such an observation
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FIG. 11. Measurement of indentation creep in poly(methyl methacrylate) us-
ing a Berkovich indenter tip and a fixed applied force of 5 mN. In (a), time
= 0 and depth = 0 correspond to the beginning of initial loading. The max-
imum force of 5 mN was reached after approximately 10 s (indicated by
the circled spot) and the data show a slight noise deflection when the PNP
switched to holding a fixed 5 mN force. Figures (b) and (c) show the change
in indentation depth under fixed force, where time and depth now correspond
to changes relative to the point in (a) where the force first reached 5 mN. The
red curve in (b) and (c) is a logarithmic fit to the data over the first 10 min
under full applied force, as described in the text, and the green curve in (c) is
a logarithmic fit to the data after 60 min.

is consistent with the work of Yang et al.,25 who use mul-
tiple exponential terms to obtain fits spanning the complete
measurement duration. Such a transition could not be ob-
served with most conventional nanoindenters.

V. SUMMARY

This paper presents the design and evaluation of a
surface-referenced indentation platform capable of measur-
ing penetration of an indenter into a specimen surface. As
far as possible, this design aims to reduce the coincidence
of the loop around which forces are transmitted from tip
to specimen support from the reference frame that is nec-
essary for measurement of relative translation between the
specimen and the indenter. The major reason for adopting
such a design is to reduce displacement uncertainty due to
the effect of serial compliances of all elements of the in-
strument where the two loops coincide. Shortening of the
measurement loop to a small region about the indenter also
reduces temperature-induced displacement uncertainties. Ad-
ditionally, dual displacement measurement centered on the
indenter tip significantly reduces Abbé errors that also form
a major component of displacement uncertainty in other
instruments.

Surface sensing by servo controlling a proximity sensor
to a constant height adds significant complexity in terms of
mechanical implementation and noise. In practice, given free
noise floors of 0.06 μN/

√
Hz rms and 13 pm/

√
Hz rms in

force and displacement measurement, respectively, the sys-
tem still maintains noise floors of 0.12 μN/

√
Hz rms and

16 pm/
√

Hz rms under closed loop control in contact with a
specimen. Given the load and displacement ranges of 150 mN
and 10 μm, respectively, and operating in a low-mechanical-
noise environment, this platform is capable of providing mea-
surements of interest spanning a broad range of nanoindenta-
tion studies.

In principle, the short measurement loop of this instru-
ment should result in correspondingly low thermal expansion
errors. Because most of the loop components are made from
aluminum, temperature changes should have little effect on
measured displacement. Given the measurement loop dimen-
sions of around 30 mm and a coefficient of thermal expansion
of 27 × 10−6 K−1, a worst case displacement uncertainty is
of the order 8 nm for variation of 1 K. This is consistent with
stability measurements taken over 12 h or more in our current
laboratory environment. Such an attribute extends the capabil-
ity of this platform for longer term creep and load cycle stud-
ies. Using the tuning fork probes for proximity sensing raises
the issue of the long-term influence of this sensing method
on the surface of the specimen. Given the numerous physical,
geometric, and dynamic effects, modeling of the interaction
forces is complex. In an effort to address this issue, further
experimental studies are ongoing, as is a redesigned inden-
ter head that replaces the tuning forks with optical surface
sensing.

By referencing from the specimen surface, compliances
due to the specimen geometry and mounting method have lit-
tle influence on measured indentation depth. This has been
illustrated in a rather artificial manner by measuring an in-
dentation on a specimen mounted on an unusually compliant
support. Even in this case, for which displacements of the in-
denter are more than 100 times larger than the indentation
depth, the results remain consistent with those obtained with
more carefully controlled tests.
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